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North is
guilty
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former
White HOUlle aide Oliver North was con-
victed .Thursday on three criminal
charges in the first trial resulting from
the Iran-Contra-affair..
The jurors announced the serdicts on
their 12th day of deliberation.
North, iitiarirfelieutenant colonel
• detailed to the National Security Coun-
cil, helped direct the Reagan administra-
tion), secret two-year effort to help the
rebels righting.Nicar-agua's leftist govern-
ment after Congress banned official U.S.
aid,
He as involved, toc\--in arrangements
under which the United States secretly
sold arms to Iran and he also-helped
disert some profits from those salesIo...
help the Contras.
Public disclosure of the affair in
Siovernber 1987 began the worst crisis of
President Reagan's-eight-year presiden-
cy.  a public furor that didn't subside until
after televised congressional hearings
that made North a national figure.
The jury convicted North of falsify-
ing and destroying documents in
Nosember 1986 as the affair was aboui,„;
to become public, and of accepting 4.i
illegal gratuity -- a S13,600 home securi-
ty system — from Iran-Contra co-
-defendant Richard, SecOrd.
North was also convicted of aiding
and abetting in obstruction of Congress
`tly _falsifying a chronology_of events in
the affair.
He -was acquitted of live other. charges,.
°flying to 'or 4Pstru-cting Congress, of
lying to then-Attorney Creneral Edwin
Meese III  in Meesel.prob,c of the affair,
of converting traveler's checks to his own
use and of conspiring to defraud the In-
(see NORTH paste 121
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Commission report outlinespublic
service program improvements
by Doug Vanderweide
Staff Writer
Editor's note: This is the last in a four-
part series about the reports on graduate
and . undergraduate education and the
mission of the Land  Grant/Sea Grant
university. •
• Despite •"alise and well" Lind
-Grarit/Sea Grant uitiveriiii -Service. a -
recently-released presidential ,,commis-
sion report has found ways to improve
public service programs at the Universi-
ty of Maine. _ .
..The Presidential.Commission-on the
Land drant/Set Grant University of the
Future said in its,' report to UM,aine
President Dale Lick that -the Universi-
ty of Maine must re-affirm its commit-
ment_ to  provide.. intellectual  leader-
.ship"
The ,commission outlined three
primary areas for improvement in public
service:
•UMaine should continue to improve
the quality of its educational programs;
*Greater emphasis should be placed
on research, "scholarly activity," 'and
graduate education;
'increased emphasis should extend
throughout the university, and not to
just some departments or programs.
The commission outlined nine major.
recommendations for the bectertnent of
public service -and outrineWifirtigrafffat---
UMaine, and, in summary, said:
*While expanding rearch efforts, the
university should "auins the important,
research and sCholigly activity needs of
(see GRANT page 9)
Campus crime a continuing problem, officials say
by Beth /Staples
For the rampus
•
, Assault, rape, theTtT harassment and other crimes are
committed at the University of Maine despite the ad-
ministration's goals and efforts to "create a university
-community that is known for its human itsponsiveneSs,
warmth and caring."
-This- it the- real world, " saidliiittiarrrianghlin„ 
investigator for--the Department of Public Safety.
college cornmunity is no sanctuary.," • •
• • Laughlin. a 21-year Public Safety employee,' said it
is a mistake for people "to come here and trust
everyone_ Those people are vulnerable and get preyed
upon. Students should lock their doors, protect their
•
0
property „and —take precautions. to protect ,:tions for underage drinking and possession of alcohol
themselves," he said.  ------------------and' 31 cases involving drugs_
In 1988-89: 607 criminal`cases_haye hern hmugh
'before the Judicial Affairs office. A list of the crimes
committed at the university includes underage drink-
ing, drug possession/selling, destruction of property,
physical assault, racial and sexual harassment, sewn!.
assault, rape and theft.
Of reported cases, males committed five times as
--many crimes as females and freshmen committed mote.
crimes than all other classes combines. DOrmitories
were the site for 68 percent of crimes and fraternities
were the site or 6 percent of crimes.
Of the 607 reported criminal infractions, 267 involv,
ed so-called victimless crimes. There were 236 viola-
•
•
enn y,
assistant director of Judicial Affairs, said alcohol is in-
volved in a number of other crimes and disturbances.
"Alcohol is- a big contributing factor to crime,"
Laughlin said.
• i IV I
„ There have been 50 cases of destruction of proper-
ty, 15 physa assaults, one sexual assault and three
irapes this academic year. Alcohol As.inv_qlved in almost
all of the assaults, acquaintance rapes and eljOstruction.
or property, Laughlin said.
Hel saig this is "encouraging" because alcohol
(see CRIME _page 4)
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The Orono-Old Town Branch of the American
Association of Women (AAUW)
salutes your acl,nen.. ti and wishes you the
in the- future.-
-AAUW promotes equity. eduationi self-'
development, and positive societal ;chare. Its
Educational Foundation provides funds to advance
these goals through research. teaching, and,
other projects.
ind AAUW br4nches thiotigkotit
U.S.. *and it is a member of an, international
network of such groups. AAUW values
and-seeks_a__Tdiverse membership. _Membership
is open ;o everyone with a four•year degree and
is -Qot by invitation only. As you move on.w.,.
graduate work or employment, invest in yourself-
by joining AAUW! '
I i
,For furthiVinformation contact.Karen Boucias at the raduate School. #-32I8
.0.97410100.7.01 0/7ar,,•••-ai...0"-aes,e7aP,•/:ardeliPP/all/der....01.7.00/01.70/11P'../
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HELP!!!
*?4-
*4-
•
If you or someone you know
; would like to be part of *4.
90:4- our team as a work study
ent
of Social Work
Needs You
s I1S SUMMel, see
Marilyn ioster in 201
Fernald Hall, or call
Extension (237) 'grre
5
iwap U.S. aid for Honduran
assistance to the Nicaraguan rebels.
saying he wanted an ehd to "needless,
-mindless speculation" about his-role.
"The word of the president of the
__United States — George Bush — is.
there- was no quid prO quo." he
- dclared moments before! federal jury
cons icted ' fired White House, aide
Oliver Mirth on three 'Criminal.
charges in connection With !he Iran-
- Contra affair: •
Speaking of a meeting- he had as
vice psesident in the spring of 1985
wht then-Honduran President Bober-
- 
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News, Briefs
Koop resigns as surgeon general
WASHINGTON (Al') — _Dr. C. • Sers ice, which he usuall, Wpm at
Event Koop, 'the bearded surgeon public eSenis.
11Cneralwhose straight talk made him In a brief letter tq President Bush !
a lightinig rod for critics, said Thurs--  delivered Dursday,Koop said he had
--this' lie wftrOgriliflef tesreti- tar-t-a0ft5ttli the -resident- in----February be
the nation's top health officer, would not serve out his full second
. During hiffenure. Koop lived up to term: whick)ds in November. Koop
his reputation as a tough-minded pro- . told Bush he would leave the job Ju-
fessional and made what had been a Is 13' and Mite Oct. t
which he hammered at thc i Is of acepted' the resignation "with
figurehead position into a puIpil from Buih, -Witurig-beickto Koop that he
• smoking Ind became ihe nation s No. regret," praised Koop's "knowledge,
•
.1 promoter of condoms in the fight- wisdom, conviction and COUralle •
against AIDS. the ptesident credited Koop with
Koop appeared often on tele% ision "tackling some cif' the toughest public
J talk shows and was--easilYrecognized health issues faring out coumrs" and
his silver beard and 'the. gold- said fie had been "lien, uine leader.
tnmmed uniform .of the CommisSion- -Ali example to 'all Arneeitaims. %shaper
cd Corps of the U.S. Nib& Health their profession or responsibility.
-
Bush denies Iran-Contra involvement
WASHINGTON (AP) — President, tOSuazo, Bush' said, "The records of
Bush 'denied emphatically Thursday the meeting detnonst rate there was no
in an kheme-m-7--quid pro quo." - _that he took part
Rush had said several- tierfti-Tv-
cent weeks that he
-would await the
conclusion of North's trial . before
considering.* definitive comment on
utiestiOW that/is/ arisen in connec-
tion with that meeting.
But on Thursday Rtish sterna
eager to talk aboutrecently disclos-
ed documents that placed him at a
meeting with Suazo, -in Honduras, at
a time when internal/ Reagan ad=
Ministration Memos suggested a plan
to link continuing U.S. aid to Latin
American countries to their • will-
ingness to help the contra rebels
House defeats parental consent' bills
A. Maine CAP) — The
two- ting versions of the
• "parternal consent" bill both-.-failed to
win; majority support Thursday in
Maine's House of Representatives,
proving-the abortion debate remains
as divisive as ever.
• Technically, the House gave initial
approval to the original' propoSal to
require the' permission of a parent or
a judge before girls 17 and younger
can legally end their pregnancies — .
tut_nrily as a result of some parlimen-
tary sleight of hand by Speaker John
L.:.Martin that,angertfid the bill's foes.
In fact, in the only head count that'
was taken, that bill was rejected by a
far wider margin than the competing
measure, which would Tequire
counseling from — but not necessari:
Is the consent of — an adult.
. • ,
The House debate was expected to
resume Friday afternoon. The bill has
yet to be considered in the Senate.
Thursday's debate, which opened
floor 'action on the issue this year
lasted for more than two hours.
Proponents of the consent bill por-
trayed it as a way to promote com-
munication btween teen-age girls and -
their patents, and said the law already
-restricts-the rights-of minors in tar lest--
significant' matters
Testimony in Larson case begins
ame (AP) —
Dennis 'Larson displayed little emo- '
tion when he viewed his wife's body .
shortly after she tumbled 80 feet frint—
a cliff at Acadia National. Park.- •
witnesses testified Thursday 
_fp. the -
tin of the Montaniuman's
"He was s4ry matter of• fict,"
said park ranger Boyd McFarliiid..the -
'first official to view the death scene.
I:arson, 38, of Great Falls, Mont.;
is accused of pushing his bride offal:
Tef CHM *, hopes of collecting
S200.000 in insurance money. Lawyers
said testimony is expected to continue
into the next week.
Jennifer Applegate, a member Of a
local 'volunteer search an rescue
-group, testified that Larson
about. his. wife's condition. •
When she- said she didn't knonri_.
Larson-A -told her, "either she's
breathing or she's nof;!! Applegate
testified. -
• In his opening statement, Assistant
Attorney General Jeffery Hjelm
.chanicterized Mrs. Larson's death-
"i- terrible crime5 murder fOr
money."
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Underfunding, small staff hurt women's clinic
by Doris Rygalski
. Stiff Writer
• Since classes ' resumed after March
Break, the women's health clinic . has
been twerwolr_ked. . .
On Monday, kny staff levels triggered
the resignation' Susan--1Shinn,
gvneeolOgicalnurse-practitioiiir for the
clinic, viltid irloc—ireirafruiTer-Ftelath_
Center • -
But the staffing problessr*vedesapet
effects.
%Vomen at the University of Maine
have had to schedule appointments with
Shinn four weeks ahead of time.
--- According to Shinn and Ruth
Lockhart, UMaines health educator, the
month-long waiting list is largely a result
of underfuncling.
The IS-year-old program has not
changed with the growth • in female
population on campus, she said. The
number of staff dedicated* to the
women's clinic has stayed the same,—she.
explained, while the number of female
students has grown. .
Now, the women's clinic is staffed
solely by Shinn. If -
However, she does shire a receptionist
with -the -urgent care -department of
'--Cutlar and ist.assisted-by-a six-woman
'peer support team trained to give in
and counseling on birth control.
But Shinn maintains that the program
needs at least one additional nurse prac-
titioner and a medical assistant before
scheduling improvements can be made
Under present circumstances, Shinn
. believes a significant amount of time is
._ taken away from patient care by clean-
-up procedures that would be elimimated
with a medical assistant. -7- ---
port staff s receptionist and counsel-
ing coordiltator — would also be
beneficial to the program.
A clinic dealing speCifiCally with
women's health concerns is essential
because wmpen have a moresomplicated7.
reproductive system, Lockhart said.
Men's health care, she Said, can heauf-
- fieiently addressed.thrOtigh the general
medical services at Cider.
Menstrual problems, pregnaisey-Tisks;-
and. breast problems, among other
things, require that women's health be
addressed specifically, Shinn said.
Because of the length of the waiting
list, however, Shinn said she was wcstried
that some female students may have con-
sulted physician care under the general
health program. .
"I'm not thorOtighlyComfortable with
the idea," she said. "I'm worried
Lockhart added that some other sup- 7 about how thorough and sensitive the ex-
aminations are (under general health
care) and things like that,"
Lockhart it,aid ,a proposal has been
Submitted to the UMaine administration
outlining Cutler needs for the next two
years.
"Were waiting for the answer," she
said.
Because the appeals lisiedinThe-pro-
Posal cannot be guaranteed, however.
Shinn did not re-sign her one-year
contract
She said she was not willing to risk the
possibilities of „Treating the conditions
of the past year.
Her contract was due to end on June
10 but she will stay only until the end
Of This month.
College Avenue widening project begun
by Stem Milian°
Staff Writer
University' of Maine students and
_faculty members who drive to campus
are now faced with another delay. The
project of widening College Avenue has
begun, and motorists have been ads'c.
ed to allot themselves a little extra time
to get to get to their destinations.
For the past two weeks construction
crews from H.E. Sargent Inc, a local
construction company, have been digg-
ing trenches on the Sides of the mad and
installing a new drainage system.
This is One of the first steps in the pro-
cess of widening the road, according to
Stephen Wight; the company's, proit
superintendent. ,
Whcn firushed. College *foist will be
a `.46-foot wide pave' road wit 
sidewalkon theside ofthe road nearest
'the university, Wight said.
The new drainage system is being in-
stalled on both sides of College Avenue
from Munson Road to the Orono-Old
Town line.
"We be putting in new drainage
• pipes down (almost) the full length of
the job," Wight said. "We impect to
have all drainage done in about 10
weeks."
Wight said work erews have donetheir
best to keep traffic flowing as smoothly
as possible. Duriagirie day flaggers keep
one-way traffic movini around the con-
struction area,-hill-at night both lanes
are reopened.
"We have had very few complaints
about delays," Wight said. "I don't
think any car has been delayed more
than five minutes..'%
The Maine-Dep- artment of 'franspor-
tation awarded the contract for the
widening of College Avenue to Sargent
last winter after putting the project out
for bids.
"They got the contract with a bid of
S926,770," said Ralph Emcry, a resi-
deW-engineer with the !stDOT.
-Wight's company will be doing all of.
the major road work, but will be subcon-
tracting for the pairing portion of the
project.
Construction started as soon as_the
ground dried and Bangor HsdriptEliklii,c
Co. transferred power !Mei Moe* poles,
v'mmilPandAg° SWAMI
123 FRANKLIN STREET, BANGOR, ME.
TEL. (207) 942-2704
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
"WE BRING CHINATOWN
TO YOU"
Beautiful Oriental At-
Mosphere featuring real New
York Chtnat0Ww--style
Chinese& -
• Take Out b.. u
• Daily Lunchoon
Specials -
• Validated parking.
• Troisical Drinks
Cocktails 44par
•Wins
HOURS': Mon.-Tre;s. 11:30-10; Fri.- & Sat 11:30-11:00 Sun 12 to 10 P.M.
OTMEA- t_Qc..ATIONS: Panda Garden, Portland, Me. Panda Houle.
POrtianst mi-4,Panda Garden, Nornthampton, MA • Panda feet. 'Mineral,
MA • Panda sorithEast Longr**adOw, MA
Wight said.
"Bangor Hydro had to do the whole
job including putting in new poles and
doing the overhead wiring," he said.
Emery described the widening project
as "fairly complicated" because crews
have several obstacles to avoid.
One problem that crews face is the
- possibility of digging up underground4' •
telephone-lines. _ •
"We have to be careful of hitting the
phone conduits," Wight said. "If we
dig up one Of those fibeik*tis sables,
we're in trouble."
Wight said the company's timetable
calls for the project to be almost com-
pleted by the beginning of the fall
semester
"We may not have the sidewalks corn-
'pieced or the (grass planted), but it will
be ready for use," he said.
TAKE A BREAK FR
VISIT
THE FARM STO
AND SCOOP UP A CONE OF
HOMEMADE
MAINE BEAR ICE
CREAM
PLUS ... Frozen Fruit
.1
:?'
•-
•
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Crime
awareness programs and education can
greatly cut down on these crimes,
JudiCial Affairs reported 60 theft cases.
this year. Laughlin said every year tkere
is a rise in the number of reported thefts
just before the holidays. vacations and
semester breaks.
"People are usually broke at thee.
--- -
a lot,- juit a little frees eaah room.
Sankt said students also 'steal other
students' calling card -numbers and
charge their calls to-the stolen number.
Sometimes the number of the calling
card issirculated among., friends.
"I know of a student who has a S309
calling card bill besairie of this.' she
lirneS and they need .money to *get to said.
Florida or wherever they are going," In' addition to the crimes-of rape and
Theft, there have also been nine cases of
-
Le•Itelarter.ltesiderit -AXSIStatrif 'irtlattlielttarasSnItTft tmd-onreuseof raetaN---peeformattee-:en the- SAT-.--or—ACT-
netniall, agreed. with Laughlin., „„;.harassment reported to the Office of examinations: -
"We have what we call wing thieves Judicial Affairs this Year Of the 6,616 appticiti admit
that strike just before Christmas and Sattkr saki that at a; large university tance for_fieshmen in 9-1990, 5,406
finals," ,she said. "Usually they , live there will always be some students who, have been accepted thus. far.
Mu d, however, that the admis-
fice does "encourage guidance,
unselors to be -forthright with-. us"
right on the hall. They walk around the
dorm, look into open_ doors. .and steal
what is readily available The) don't take
"are not conducive to community
- and do not-respect others,
In describing the admissions stan-
dards and student selection, proCest.
William Munsey, director .of Admis-
sions, said that "at -the University of
Maine we do not maintain that. an inter-
View is required. " _ 4...-
For Those students who do, interview,'
it, 'is not evaluatiw, but rather basical.
is for the stbdertrto Collect inform*
ticin._"_ he !Said. .Aecet,tainve , td the
university, he .said. is judged primarily
on high- school grades and courses-and
Si
(COatilftled teen paw
•
about prospective students in their
recommendations.
There were a number, of different
sanctions meted out by the Judicial Af-
fairs office to students who committed
crimes. A total of 400 students have been
placed on probation this year,, while 23
had the charges against them dropped.
fbi primei inVOili the illegal posses-
sion of perpetrators Were re-
attend stitistance abuse
. A catnmunitv service work *quire,
ment was .mandatOry for 192 students.
These students have worked a total of
3-;206 hours. Full restitution of damages
was required .1 of 90 students who:
destroyed propertY. They paid a total ot
S8,420.
'HOWL $18,000
FOR 11 1 1 LEGE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS.
- When m \ friends and I gradttiited
frOffi high- scliooL-We.-all to( )k
jobs to pay for college: .1 -
-They ended-up in car washes and
hamburge.rjoints, putting in long hours
for little pay.
- Not me_ My job takes just-one
weekend a month anct_tvvo-week-sa- year.
*et . I'm earning $18.600 f( )1- college.
Because Ift)ined rt' local AnTi
National Guard. . - 
- _
• They're the people whe) help our
state during emergencies likeThurri-
--canes-and e als( ) an 
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, sizicerm:helping them-do such 
in iii-iPottant job,_they re helping_me  .
Make it through sehool.
, As s,o,n as I finished Advanced
Training. the Guard-We Me a-cash-,
bonus of 52.000. 'Fm also getting
'another 55,000 fin'. tuition. and b()( )ks.
_thankS to, New GI Bill.
  Not tomention monthiy.Artmi
'Guard pAychecks. The ii add tip tt
-more than .$11.000 over the SziN years
I'M in the Guard. • •
- Ana if I take out a college loan, the
... Guard:will help me pay it back — up to
S1.50( ra year, plus interest:.
-adds up to S18,14(X) more
— for college for ju t :;t little of My time.
And that a he&k uti better deal than
.
any car wash will gist'you. _ •
THE GUARIi-CAN HELP PUT
YOUITIROUGI i COLLEGE;TOM
SEE YOUR LOCAl. RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CAI:I:TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600.° OR \LW, THIS
COUPON.
- t
-
— _
:* tot-N-1
4, •
Natismal Aurd
_ . .•
f 
.saiC air—
Natiolial 
Guard,.
_vtmericani..if Thev- 1:14.s1
•
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Pick Hit
t'S/2 Model 30 286
The e530-E21 includes;
•" 1 Mb memory _
• 80286 (10 MHz) processor
• One 3.5diskette drive -(1.44
• 20-Mb fixed ditilt drive
8513 Color Display
• IBM Mouse - •
DOS.4.0,--Microsote Windows/286.
--Word and hDC Windows Express."
• - Sottisen is-loaded arid_
ready to-go!
_
- Your Price•* '
$2,399.00
411
"fa--
Pick ajothit from IBM.
To of the eharts in quality and
value. This special offer is
unbtlievable, so pick one-14)f these
hot hitst_Exciting, easy-to-tise
- selecteci software is loaded and
_ ready to gO. SiudeLth, family an_d
gaff won't ,find a.better,*ne to
piit one of these great performers
into action: Stop in and check
them out today! Hurry, offer
expires June 30, 1989. -
Pick Hit
PS/2 Model 50
The 8550-031 includes:
• 1 Mb memory r •
• 80286 (10 MHz) processor
• One 3.5" diskette drive (1.44 Mb)
• 30 Mb fixed disk drive
• IBM Micro Channel Architecture-
• 8513 Color Display
• IBM Mouse •
• DOS 4.0, Microsoft Windows,'286
Word. Excel and hiEIC Windows
Express
• Software is loaded and
ready to.go!
Your TIPrice*
$2,799."
4 
S.
• 
4
, 
tc,
lairimmiss
a loom mom= ••••••
Sae s"::-414610E t-
Pie Hit
'PS/,2 Model 70 386
The 8570-E61 includes:
• 2 Mb memory 
•
• 80386 (16 MHz) processor
• One 3.5" diskette drive (1.44 Mb)
• 60 Mb fixed disk drive
• IBM Micro Channel Architecture
• 8513 Color Display •
• IBM Mouse . _ °
• DOS 4.0, MicrosoftWindows/386,
Word, Excel and hDC Windows
Express
• Software is loaded and
ready to go!
YOUT Price*
Kii/Ati 00
MICROCOMPUTER
RESOURCE CENTER—
INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11 SHIMS HALL, AIM
(207) 581-2510
•
I
AM AMP
NAM MAA
- WM MEM
111101111100M
AM
=I. IMP AO
ur MID
• •OME
'This otter is limited to qualified students, faculty and staff who order iiniBM PS 2 Model 8530-E21, 85504X31 or 8570-E61 on Of before June 30
1989 Microsoft Word and Excel are the Academic Editions Prices quoted do not include sales tax, handling and/of processing charges Check with
your institution regarding these charges. Orders are subject to availability IBM may withdraw the promotion at any time without written notice
-
stalvsormitlyst2 anc PS 2 are .011111111110111101wIterierof tr•te-tat,onte Busineestioritinee Corporaion IBM MIC10 Chary* Architecture is a tradernart; of ;BM corporatior
%scrotal • a rogegekti Widenteit t.4k-rosoe C,orporaeon CWIrchswil Express ts a trademark ot Owl nOC Compute, Corpotatton
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Atrium House gives hope to homeless teens
• by Christina Kpliander
Staff Writer
--,:.-Echtor's note: .ThiS is thelast in a two-
pert series on hornsless teems in Maine.
At 265-Hammond ,Street in Bangor
sits a large red house that looks like the
typical family home. structured chores and there is a shower
Yet this is not the typical family home. .•-• • and bathroom schedule.
This house is for homeless teens. • Kids at risk also live at the house. Ed--
or teens in the area w ho do not have ds described these teens as living ssith •
.a hob there is hope. Ano its .n.apc  is_.Itteir grandmother or a_frienclaat.sch.q91.---
,--Project Atrium. Eddy said if there is no docImentabler -
abuse or effect, the Department of
---*Jumari Ser.% ices is not capable of ad-
dressing the issue.
Eddy said most of the residentslin the'
Atrium House are from the Bangor area
-or come from the Youth Center in
Portland or the Department of Human
Services.
Stover said she receives very little
money to run the Atrium House and
operates with a very low, tight budget.
There are about 30 bills before the
Maine Legislature this year which in-
volve children, and both Eddy and
Stover said they would like to sec at least
some of these passed.
Eddy iiiicrhe Would like to see The
Atrium House on a contract basis, where
rrwney would he paid a lump sum at the
beginning ot the year. but the state is
reluctant to do this.. •
Some of teens w ho_s_t_ay at the Atrium
House either runaway-or just leave the
house. But both Stover and Eddy said
thes see a change in the teens that they
have worked with:
"I don't see a lot of success stories on
the street," Eddy said. "But the stoics
I see (successes) are the kids that get off
Project Atrium, or the Atrium House,
is a non-profit group home which began
13 Years ago.
Holly Stover, progriun directer_41.Pro-
ject Atrium Inc_ and Streetlight 'explain-
ed there are 10 beds in the house. Seven
of these beds, she said, are paid for by
the Department of Human Services. The
teens who are in .these beds are in state
custody and have been taken away from
their family because of abuse or neglect.
These kids come from very dYsfunc-
tional families, Stover said. For v:hateser
reason, they have been removed from the
_care of their parents.
'The DePartment of Corrections pays
for two of the beds, for teens who are
on probation.
The last bed 'sisal& for by the Juvenile
Diversion Program. These teens stay at
the house during the time they are
waiting to have a hearing in court.
Stovet said she receives some funding
from the Office of Alcohol and Drug
Prevention, for education and support
programs in the house. The United N1'ay
also gives mones. she said.
"They live like any kid would at a
foster home," said Rick Eddy, who--is
the' head of the project 'called
„ "Streetlight." He said the teen goes to
school in the area and is also involved
in therapy.
Life at the Atrium House is very struc-
tured. th_e. teens are supervised bY a 24.
hour-awake staff of 10. The teens have
The
P'Rih Mcticary
Atrium House in Bangor is a non-profit group home for homeless teems,
the streets."
Stover said she. thinks whenever they
treat a teen at the house, no matter how
brief a time, they impact the teen's life
in a way that it has never been impacted
before.
Mardsn Buehler has .been a residen-
tial care supervisor at the Atrium House
for seven years. Challenging is a word
Buehler uses to describe her job, but in
the same breath she says it is very
frustrating.
"It's fun wonting with adolescents,"
Buehler said. Yet the frustrating pan is
. the rescuing aspect of the job.
They don't alwayvallow us to help, she
said. •,
Buehler said the staff at the Atrium
House is very cohesive and.supponive
of one another.
Recentls, three residents of the house
ran away after hying there for a time.
"It was an angrs thing," 'Buehler
said. She said the staff spent a lot of time
and effort with the teens before they ran
away.
•'- ;--She said she sometimesleels at fault
when something like that happens.-She
said anger and disappointment stan to
come in.
--- This is vs here it becomes frustrating,
she said.
Stover illustrated what can happen to
a homeless teenager Of the three
runaways from the house two months
ago, one has been accepted hack to the
house on the condition that the teen
.takes part in substance abuse program,
• one is at the Maine Youth Center. The
-Third teen LS still missing
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Space shuttle Atlantis
launched successfully
yi
CAPEWANAVERAL. Fla. (AP) John Creighton askedthe crew. "We had
Atlantis found a hole in the clouds and only five thinutes.jeft in the Window."
thundered. into orbit Thitrsday, siling "We wouldn't want to push it any
184- miles abckve Earth -where five closer," replied Walker.
astronauts prepared to propel NASA's - The astronauts, quickly turned to
state
-of-the-art`'AliWilan PrObt _ oft a. femotely checking Magellan b4fOre -ita.,
mapmakina journey to Venus. I . scheduled release later Thursd*Into an
stiatahoped the.$550 million prok.-- independent orbit. -- -
ject would open a nev!"golden age" of . An hour after that release. a Melte
an American planetary program dot- motor was to fire to propel the 7110Q
meat for a decade. pound Magellan on the, start :of a
In a spectacular stiit, -the-winged--_.456-day, 806-million mile trip to Venus,
spaceplane vaultedtway from its seaside a course that will take it-4_1/2 tinies
launch pad at 2:47 p.m. EE/T, after be-' around the sun. .
ins delayed asliff-hanging 59 minutes by A launch attempt last Friday was
Shifting cloiks and winds that had halted with just 31 seconds to go because
threatened a second postponement lip six of a short circuit in an engine fuel pump.
days. - • Technicians worked around the clock
Atlantis departed just five minutes over the Weekend to replace the pump
before its 64-minute launch window for and a fuel line. NASA has to launch
the day Would have expired — a window Magellan by May 28 or ground it for two
dictated by a requirement to have the years until Earth and Venus were again
Shuttle in the proper position in orbit to in the proper alignment. . •
dispatch Magellan to Venus. Am -Cingi-tens of thousands who wat-
t The launch team had advanced the ched the nut afternoon liftoff were some
countdown to the 5minute mark and. of the coUmry's most renowned
-held there, waiting -for a break in the. planetary scientists. They have been
clouds.that obscured a runway -near the waiting to resume solar system explore-
launch pad Where Atlantis would4and non since 1978, when Pioneer-Venus was
in an emergency— " IiiunChed on_thc_ last U.S. planetarf, —
chief astronaut Dan Brandenstein.- ;expedition. •
flying- a weather scout plape, found a Succes, for Magellan would signal the
break, signaled-the go-ahead, and the start of a science-rich three year period
cound was started and carried down to luring which five major probes will be
the blazing liftoff. • rocketed into -space.
"It was another cliff-hanger. I'm glad
you stuck, with it.- acting NASA-ad-
mirdstratRfr --/Meytwra-litlf
congratulated the lauiteti team.
h was the 60th. U.S. mao-irt•space -
flight, the 29thlor the Shuttle and the
---,fourth since the Challenger explosion
_
more than three years ago.
"Fdu'r-qf us are very happy to be back ,
in space, afThç fifth one is happy to
• he here.' r*4ie4.,astronaut David
Walker. mission .coM
Walker, pilot Ron Grabs, and mission
specialists Mary Cleve and Norman
Thagard flew on previous shuttle flights.
Mission specialist Mark Lee isa rookie.
"Did somebody win the pool up
there-77 1ssi3aivill twil,101-rommentator
"The overture,. the- symphony, begkas
with Magellan," said NASA science
chkt I.. -nard Fisk. "It's going to be a
long symphony. It's going to have a lot
----of-crescendos -Nobody is going to
question our leadership in,planetary
science Again."
Fisk hailed Magellan'd flight as the
start of a "second golden age" of space
science The first was the period from the-
mid-1960s to the late 1970s when un-
manned spacecraft for the first time were
launched to make closeup examinations
of Venus, Mars, Mercury. ,Supiter.
Saturn, and Uranus.
Looking • ahead, Fisk saii that in
August the Voyager 2 spacecraft launch-
(see ATLANTIS page 12)
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UMaine German class wins
theatre compeilyon
by Doris Rygalski
- Staff Writer
of her
Her brother didn't approve of hiftez.--.
They fell in love anyway, but it was.
not meant to be...
. That is just the thence of.
"Kieuzberger Liebesgeschicht, " the
play that took first place at the 12th
annual German Theatre Festival and
Competition latiThursdayat Mount
Holyoke College- in South Hadley,
Massachusetts.
The love story Was written and
directed by Douglas Hall, University
of Maine assistant professor of Ger-
man, and performed by his German
play production class.
It competed against six other
schools and was, done entirely in'
.--Gerrnan,
Winning first place, however, is
nothing new to Hall.
Since the competition began in
0 1978, he has always brought home
either a first Oise:cot:0 place plaque.
›-And though this year's cast has
Tbeen 
mposed of a majority of ad-
vanced n-speaking students:-
Hall said he himself upon the
fact that years of st German is
not a prerequisite.
"Typically, work with a rahgctha
spans from beginners
graduates," he said.
But he says he l'ilces-ii.-that. way.
It gives the beginners a chance to
learn the language. Hall expla;tied.
Another assumption one may
make is that the product ion of - a
• prize-witutifig- play 7 iegirei months
and months of -rehearsal.
Ask Hall and he'll give a determin-
ed shake of his head" tothe negative.
Ile was a German boy. She was a
Rakish girl. He was well-to-do. She
we:spoor. His mother didn't approve
He'll admit that the time rehearsals
begin depends on the length of the
play, but he's not one to support the
old adage, "haste makes waste."
"The students need 'to feel in-
tense," he said.
- He feels the emotion that comes
-4 the, re of "setting pt tight"-
enh eel; t final performance.
"When wt. work, however," .1se.--
said, "we do Work.
This year; Hall and his cast began
rehearsals two weeks before the:
:competition.
- "It was highly emotional during the
two weeks," said Melissa Andle,
cast member and senior -psychotogy
major. "We rehearsed for hours."
And, though the short time given
to practice was, stressful, Andle said
I it was profitable.
"It kept us keyed up," she said.
"It was nerve-racking, but it was great
that we did it that way because the
play needed iv.'" .• •
.Though the competition began 12 -
years ago, Hail had been combining
his love for theatre and the German .
language king before.
The idea of incorporating the Ger-
man language into skits began with .1-
his career as a high school German
teacher.
"Some kids in my class put a skit
together," he said. "It was
hilarious. "_
But Hall said he was more impress- -
cd-by !low well they had learned the
uage by doing the skit:
r after he joined the
UMaine language Staff, Halt'
started dOirig uctions of plays.',.
,with some of his s nts. •
"The idea caught on became"
• a feature teventywith the la age
• department," he said..
. The rest, as ..the saying goes.
history.
0.11
11, 41t. • Air
DRIVER WANTED
Bangor Area - Courier Service
.$5.00 an hour ‘ start
Full-time summer ,Part-time u-inter
Calk989-1547 or 989-1521,
ASczics,piam,9,crtc.
Dr. Records Needs 1160!
A
you're,looking for part-time ,work
next-semester, come,se Dr. Records.
He needs someone to work about 30
'% 4 flouts starting in late Affgust.
Have a great summer!
-
Dr Reconl - 20 Main Si..
Orono 866-7874
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I (untamed triton page lo- • G ra
the state of Maine"; , • by Congress through the Morrill
!UMaine should invest its public ser-
vicle resources- iteareas that are "Of in- -Eat-II-state was given 30.000 acres
tert to the larger SC
latiluties 
being-WS-or:
•
,
',.recievc priority consideratio
ding_of "eqoattriustorious
proposals;
61,7Maine should address
localareas thtough appliedresea
puhric=servccep minunsH
*Public t'crvice program shot)
given greater importance: •
1, *All departments should assess t
:I rent plibfic service programs, a
fu ure
AL
obietives in public service. and
• a* mum amount of public service be
requited of -all ments.
.1.and.Grantlini ies were forined
\ -
\
ly corn- land per -itirator and. representative
-1-he- -tfublie-  with- rheltiOney from that sale-tiik-_ _ _
ing invested into at least one college • _
-should----These-turid Grant Colleges-were-ix=
for fun.- pected to offer agriculture and
research mhanical arts pnigrams. along with•
otht curricula, including - Military _
ms of scignce, accorditig-to the commission's -
6410
. The Morrill. Act harbeen. amencit'd.
bvj .many times since the cirignal iegisiation
. including he addition of emphasis on
r 
-service.' according to the report.
The Sea Grant College and Program
Act o11966, also paned by Congress, is
similar "in terms of philosophy, Mission, .
and structure," according to the
report.
. „
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Answer YES to five questi
qualify fora $1,000 scholarship.
\ ill yoir be a junior or -senior in-
• I •
..'..\ro• your triapaing iii
MArkelfrig.
nliri rl,fl,'d ti.ld.t- I _ 44 *
Aro. vou 4.111V rt-sirivrit)
4 I )0 you hao.t an a(
wade point er.*'rage o2 r
beller?
1re you a Itill,tirne student!
BANGOR MALL
AWARDING TWO $1000
SCHOLARSHIPS THROUGH THE
JOSEPH UNOBSKEY MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND.
lot,s ing items are required
• -C( itnpleled _applic4tion  luun, 
_ at the 13,J,figor Mall •
,
i inattriti . hi Roth
• Offit sal trctript of i;rades
• Two letters o? ecommenciatiop-trAirn
sch()01, ottic
employers, or other ,5 not related
• Statement of ellectat ms, plarfs and
-'goals-for the'tuture
ENTITY tEADUNE
SEPTEM ER1989
fulfinformation is available at the 
Bangor Mall InfoTiation Booth;
sl t`
Sex Matters
, Qi beim telt Bowl& strange. but
I hone a lot of fantasies about one of
ms former high schoolteacher, Ms.
Bartlett? Is this normal? Signed, Is-
Ira Credit = Male. First ear!,
- 
4:-Eloy,..1'4skire-1iketoigetyno•your
twas.in ecstacy as Mt Bartlett tied
me up and threw ëhilk at me. Attn-
. (le breeze rippled. trough her hair as
she slapped me with a ruler. My heart.
..pounded with eager anticipation So why not go crazy?!. Your partner,
• when she assigned me a ten thousand may not runup to you and say, "Oh
word essay... " darling.' just love what you did with
1 hope you know I'm -kiddiiig. Ac- your hair." but you're..the one who
tually you can tell a lot about yourself has to live with it, so make those ap-
Sexually by the type of teacher you, pi:ointments at the salon right now and
fall for. If you have a crush on your enjoy it. -
Englistrteacher, you're a romantic, if Q: I ala a 20 year old woman and
_ it's the Math teacher, you're into I have a problem. I want to go to bed
sadomasochism. Teachers provide a with esery man 1 see. I think this
safe outlet for loving an authority might not be healthy. Nk hat's your
figure. • opinion? Signed, Ready and Ruin'—
Freud' might say they ate-really a Female, Junior
replacement for big mommy in your A: Well, there's a name for. your
Oedipal little fantasies. It's understan- condition. I won't call it a problem
dabie, too, because however close you because it all depends upon your
are to your mom, Ms. Bartlett isn't point of view. You have what some us-
to-make You eat bnissel sprouts ed- to call nymphomania. Sigmund
ust the kind of woman you want Freud had a field day with this one.
to • ry! $o, go ahead, indulge in His theory- was that nymphomaniacs
fantasy 
course. 
,us the chalk throwing, arq t rigid arid can never have a sans-o 
- lying relationship with just one per-
M*-UyTrie ski be son. Men have been known to have
great lovers, but in the two years, the same problem. ('all me craiv, but
he spends all his free time watching I think_ this theory is a bit off.
sports on television. By the time he Somehow, .1 don't think a person who
gets done with the weekend sports,Jas a revolving door between their
be's to tired to haw some REAL fun. ksi, frigid. There's only one cure for
It's no better during the week, a woman, with nymphomania — it's
because he watches sports on the a surgical pocedure in which the
-OW channels. V. hat can I go? Sign- knees are sewn iut (I don't think
etil,Sitting on the sidelines — Female. you'd like to - hear they do to
Senior men). This isin't really a though,
A: You are a sports widow and because a honnfide nympho iac
you're-not alone. In fact, the number . will use any orifice of she body. Co
of sports widows (and widowers, fj. sequently, the hose, mouth and ears
those men who are in a relationstü, must also be sewn shut. This cure is
with women who are addicted to 10fieffective — probably because the
' ESPN) is staggering. The symptoms nymphomaniac suffocates to death in
are quite clear: a passionate lover ten minutes. So, you have a choice
devotes their time to watching thq over which is healthier: going to bed
'boob tube instead of other things and with a lot of people or suffocating.
•• slowly becomes a cOuchpotato. I call • Q: ran seriously eousidering taking
this the "stud-to-spud" syndrome. out a oatmeal ad he the Dail, Maine
You havrathaince- iTh-called Katitipus, I know this sounds cheap,
time. Sports fans watch half-time for but artyddrigi is better than being
• the same reason people-of normal in- alone, right? Signed, V. n ter's t ramp
• telligence watch Highway teiffeaven: -- Male, Sophomore
There's nothing -better -to watch. - A: You're right — it's cheap. l'm
When you count the number of sure people have met very nice part-
games there are Me weekend, plus the ncrs through the personals, and I'm
number on weeknights, and multiply also sure all ten of them are happy.
that by 15 minutes, youlet a pretty As for the other twentY or thirty'
decent amount of time to make 'thousand who think shopping by mad
whooPie. If your partner says he should be added as a chapter in the
would rather watch some high school Joy of Sex, listen to theexperience a
band play out a tune than play the- friend of mine had. She answered a
field with you,: you have another personal ad which read something
chance. It's called the S"Un-dating like this: "TRUE GRIT CAVEMAN
Game." • . SEEKS EARTHY RELATION—
Q: Why da' art base bchair? ST-HP." You know what she got? A-.
Skied Puzzled — Male, Senior 40-year-old hippie hooked on bead- -
A:,flow should I know?! This is work and organic recreation. False
perhaps the only question to ever advertising you say? Not really. There
'stump Dr. Ruth. It wasn't because she was true grit — on his sheets, and the
is ignorant in this area,M was simply relationship was earthy--- except t
because no intelligent person thinks earth was all under his nails. As for
:about stuff like this. Puzzled is the the caveman, well, he did scream
. guy who sits around wondering why "Yabha dabha doo" when she walk-
the sky is blue and why spiders have ed in the room.
eight legs. irs there, so have some fun
with it! YOu' can mousse it, spike it,
give it a mohawk, give.it_ a _perm, Dr. Sandra Caron is an assistant
straighten it, dye it, or let it go professor of family relationships at
Unless you lives a nudist __ Ihelksiversity- of Maine and hopes no
'colony, no one else will Siserieanpvar--one-Sakes today's column seriously
. .
Dr. Sandra Caron_
_
• t
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Editorial
Keep an eye on
the university
0 9ritrrealty-tereitttott ikfietTgoes oil at the
University of Maine this Summer? Well you should
beca.use this year,--you- have been-able to witness all
theuflcrap pOlitical. schemes that only end up raising the
numbers on the bill that comes in the mail sometime Around
mid to late August.'
And not only on your bill. Sure the administration will put
into effect the annual (or so it seems) -hike in tuition and pro-
bably COIlle up with some other fee but what about this
ridiculous parking fee? 1.
Are they honestly serious?
There are -a numb' of students on this campus who may
hive their bills paid byi their parents-bat many pay on their aim.
And the women aria men who do are beginning to get stifl-
ed 1:1-all of this. Is i 1250 percent jump to 665 instead of use
dollars something the students .will put up with?
According to recent reports in The _Daily Maine CompuS,
they will use the extra money for the creation of IICIA parking
spaces and the greater enforcement of the strict parking 'codes
at U Maine.
Let's get serious. If parking is such a_problem, why not -simp-
ly have a new policy which prohibits.freshmen, oh excuse me,
first-year- students-, -from being -able to 'bnng - their cars to
campus. •
— They are already forced to live on campus unless they • are
cdiiimuter students; which Would be an obvious exception to
the rule. .
Believe it or not. you admunstrators who are hoping-to reach
a six-figure salary_within the next few years. $65 is a lot of
money, let alone the fact that the _students would be. paying '
to get their cars towed more often and be prohibiteclVoin-park-
ing in a vacant .Lord Hall Jot when they go to the library at
night.
.So think about it! Over the summer.you just might want- to
keepin touch with the place Cshcre you send all yaw hard earn-
ed money.
The Daily Maine Campus
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n ode to El
It's a tradition for the- Daily
Maine Campus' columnists to
use their last column of the
semester to thank people who
hive been influential in their
lives.
Well, as we all know, that
. tends to turn sappy and boring; ,
--so. I'm going to add anewtwia:
I'M going to tha-nk tbe oin b.a.1
that has made theSe. past two
semesters -so enjoyable. for me.
El Cheepo's: It's -my kind of
place..
Mind you, I've drained nibre,
than my fair thereof pitchers in
the Tap Room at Pat's while
watching the Sox. the-Cenics or
our -own hockey. team on the big
I've spent more than my fair
share of qbartets-on-`5&cent
drafts at Geddy's;and tumbled
down the stairs to..the pub more
times than my knees appreciate.
I've seen the Rewinders play-
ing-thc Ofp...m0ka, and I've-hung'
-out at the ben, back-sOterithat
was .!_tK
 
place to be on Thurs-
day night.
I've even been -known to fre-
quent Margarita's, although I
refuse to drink any concoction
eel rv.axi do—mr
' • ,
Cheepo's...
Doug- Vanderweide
That ,omission, of course, led
me to make a fool of m 'self,
an u ornately, Was the reason
for our parting company.
The latest person I discosesed
there is 'Julie. Beyond being
THE MOST FABULOUSLY
attractive Vaa man I've ever seen
at El Cheepo's, she's also the
. _
most personable woman I've
"inet -down there.
Of couse, it is her good looks--
and amiable spirit that makes it -
difficult to speak to bet..
Becausceverybody wants to
talk to Julie, itiid because most
of the people who want to talk
to her are male. and because
most of those males are big,
enough to kill me just by think-
ing about it hard, I haven't had
musff of i chance to talk with
her. • . '
Nonetheless, f have become
conyinced. just in the shOri
span of time I have talked with
her, that she's one fine woman.
As I'm sure you'd Iatpeet,
there has to be a catchlo all this
Shes gradaating. and
probably never _see her 'again.
But,' even so. I'm better for hay-
ing met her. .
that includes limes, ice, and tri- Then there's Toz. Esery time-
ple there aren't the only ones fr-v"i seen him there, he i- beensec. 
who -make El-Cheepo's worthBut none of these places is as
hip a place to be as good ol' !FT walk- 
_
kidNso,thabyt mrarije
ithe
 
tce whole thingCh. leeP°use 'tic; think it '''' the $2.50-
pitchers"! liked. Then, I thought gel. And that's what this col-
it was the fraternity-bacement - umn is really ibout.. A tribute
feel I got when I was down there to-them- _
that I liked. , 'First, ttikres • old Mike C
But now I know it's the peo:
Ple I've met down there that
have made it such an enjoyakle
-place.
Of- course; there's- the
bartenders,- Mike and Jeff. I've
never seen another human be-
ing who can fill pitcheri.as fast
as they ,can. And the thing that
really tills me about theiti- it
how powerful they Eiji drink's.
I might as well be drinking the
Wild Markey straight from the
bottle.
There's the waitresses, too.
print their names, but every,
irinerisYmeinTh rer-frinaTiiie
whew-their names are, I'm so
drunk that j can't hear what
they're shying.
Anyway, they're a. fine .group
of women. Quite sociable;
especially to the extremely in-
toxicated, and certainly
understanding about being
crushed into ot he_t_Peopie. wit h
• _three pitchers of beer in their
bands.
-1 don't socialize with the
bouncers. I have an inbred fear.
of El heepo't bounce& I don't
Aare make a scene at Cheepo's,._
-for fear of having my head torn
from my shoulders and used as
a doorstop. •
-Of course, the peoble_wbo
- Mike is a joutOitlits. m major, and
is one:cool gay. I — - -
, The thing I find amazing
about JViike-is he's ALWAYS in
that ber. I haven't gone down
I there once without seeing
And the guy knows
EVERYONE. It makes me sick,
the number of people he knows.
-----Noltratter-hdardriakThe gets,
Mike remembers their names.'
Then. there's Ann. I Met Ann
at Cheepo't, and, unfortunate
ly, we parted ways at Cheer's
But she's a nice girt, and I haz
ed her long enough.
Ann is anfigkactive lady, bu
she forgot to tell me one irnpor
tent thing: She has a boyfriend
- 
_ blitzed.  •
Or,. maybe 1 was blitzed. I
don't kppyi:.AnyjAy...when 1_do
talk to him, I always get the
feeling I'm Screwing up some
plan he has to talk to,a woman
He insists this isn't true. but I'm
-sure het just being polite.
That's the-way he is.
regular -Yd--like to
mention is, ol' Brian. Actually.
I met Brian in speech class. the
man is an animal. He's wild. He
sweats and screams and smokes
cigarettes and drinks beer
straight from the pitcher and
4111-44"with everybody thmere.and. 
talks
In other words, he's One cool
64-
Doug Vanderweide is a junior
journalism and econoritics
double-major who wishes more,
people would lust relax go 'to
El Cheepo's, and down axon-
Ai of frosty ones with him. -
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Leash your
beast
To the editor:
. A request to. all dog ow ners:
Phalle: keep your dogs on a
chain of-leash. I work at the
university kter pens and the
presence of any dog bear there
animals will 'send them into a
panic ln an attempt to get away
from a dog, a deer will throw
itself into the fence, causing
severe injury Or death. Several
years ago three dogs. family
oft _ll
pets, got ir the pen holding
he deer 
he; 
and killed a 
the animals_
The -state of Maine has a
leash law, which _A:Witt all
dogs to, be 'restrained. The
penalty for having a dog roim-
!rig at large is $30. but the
minimum fine for a dog found
or caribou is $500. We will and
have prosecuted peopk whose
dogs-have-been-found-harassing
he-animals at the pens. In ad -
ditiori, if it game warden sees a
dog chasing a wild animal ,and
cannot deter the dog (s)he can
kill it
_ Please, fo *itir sake, that of
sour d and the wild and
penned animals at the universi-
,v, keep- your dog onitieaih.
Karol Worden
,
-- 
.XI( Kit 1kR
. RC% lei
\\.
Response
Freedman doesn't exist
To the editor:
In response to D. Julien's let-
ter (4-28-89) Am I bored2.4.0n-
your-presumptuous con-
clusions regarding my motiva-
tion for exposing "Mel Freed-
mares!! __fraudulent letter
(printed 4-12-89) and the deluge
. of pompous advice you con-
clude wifIr
..Coaater to >vitt claims, "Mel,
• Freedman's" letter becomes no
-more or lets fraudulent because
- pf my.reaction to the attitudes
-it contained. _ -
Likewise, boredom. :defen-
siveness, self-righteousness or -.-
feeling threatened bear no rela-
tion to the fact that no record
of Freedman exists in gaine,
. placing serious doubt on his ex-
istence and his claim-that two of
his children decided against at-
tending the University of Maine
due to policies which are in-
clusive of women.
. --
Lastly,- 1 do not contend or
find shocking the possibility-
that "Mel" could be female,
and while I maintain .the opi-
nion that he is male, the
perpetrator's gender does not
. concern me as much as The
Daily Maine Campus'
negligence in printing a letter
they made no attempt to verify..
Jane Siegler
Old TOwn
The real facts about
Le FAROG Forum
10 the editor:
_
Your
-editorial of May 2 SS' as
ignorant of the relationships.
goals __and processes of Le
FAROG Forum. And this
posture is probably due a your
failure to inform yourself at the
Franco American Centre. And
further, as an arm of the
Department of Journalism 
--
whichl:have--yet-to-heer -them
claim, and with good reason --
the racist undertones of your ex-
pression-make it difficult to take
)our work seriously. I am tak-
ing this,opportunit v to attempt
to rectify some of the harm
your -work has-done as a kg, an
arm or just 'a plain ignorant
person:
I. We_ had Desk Top
Publishing equipment before
the-creation of ASAP (Associa-
tion -el Student and Ad-
ministration Publications). We
assisted in the formation of
ASAP in order to make similar
equipment available to other
campus groups and to support
a diversity of publications at the
,ydlversity. We have given more
Plb-ASAP than we have received.
- 2. Le FAROG Forum his
been supported by volunteer
writers, off campus subscribeti,T
41 the UM .Student-GoVerrunent
and page-sponsors. It is read
and used in the classroom, on
and off campus, as well as by
. persons _ having an admittedly -
broader scope of interest and a
higher degree of sensitivity.
3. Le FAROG Forum is
distributed gratis, gratuit
- thars--free even for you - to,UM 
'Students tabour 1500)- and UM 
.
Staff (about 2500).
4. You are also ignorant as to
Le FAROG Forum being an.
arm, a leg or the groin of tie'
university, Dart you come and
find out?
5. You • should check with
Professor Either Rauch,
Chairperson of the UM
Multicultural Committee as to
the university's "alleged" (*lour
word) interest' in minority
issues.
6. It is to counter your limited
scope of interest, and for that
matter lack of knowledge, that
Le FROG Forum exist; the
goal beingrreducing the impact
and the resulting pain which is
inflicted and exemplified _by
your editorial.
- The mannerin which you
glibly fabricate and disseminate
false -information does not
speak well for your training
thus far, and is for me a much_
more-formidabk "Woe", than all
the, management and financial
stresses we are experiencing or
have experienced. We learned
long ago to stretch pennies into
dollars in order to put another--
...fact.on..theignorance. We ob-
viously are not doing enough..
I have provided
careerscitinseling to numerous
, Franco: and ethers over the
years. thke it from me, should
your scopes4atAntertst and
knowledge remain wIthth its-
current -bounds which is dif-
ficult to reconcile within-an-in-
tellectual environment -- you
would do well wmain in the-
photo depanmargiven.that off.
scene photographs are esvn 
, 
.
tougher to take. Call it an ex-
change of conjectures.
I am-told you have another
year of _training. Will that be
enough? '
, -
Yvon A. [abbe
-
Eirenda Mu6hy
Orono
Students are not charged
To the .editor:
I'm responding to Doug
-Vanderweidets editorial in the-
May. 2nd issue of The Daily
Maine. Campus concerning the
increased communications fee.
There are a couple of
mistakes I would like to-correct.
First of - all, Doug
Vanderiieide stated that Le
AROG Forum is not
ributed on campus, only
stat ide. This is not true. Ap-
_proxi tely 1500 to 2000 copies
are distrbitedon,campus each
month du g the school year _
for students.'
Y u Were awreet in say-
ing that tr FAROG Forum does
charge a price, but you did not
say it was only for subscribers,
not students. Also, studentsL
who appeti:ffiliave Franco-
i-krn.f.!rican names are mailed a
copy, free of charge.
The reason why the FAROG
Forum has not-been on campus
for .the past few months' is
because publication has ceased
due to the lack of funds. Maybe
with the increased fee, publica-
tion will: not stop next year.
The bat time you do a "case
study"_ I think you should
review your "facts" better.
Mara Higgins
Orono
Incorrect information
To the editor: , 4  _
In 'response to the editorial in
Thesday's issue "Incorrect In-
crease." I. as a student as well
as an employee of the Franco-
-American Center, would like to
say that I really don't unders-
tand where you got the infor,
• mation that We charge a price
for copies of Le FAROG. Le.
FAROG is distributed around
campus, and the copies are free
to the interested reader. Alsrk.
recently, publicatiorr Ted- -Le -
.FAROG has been interrupted
due to a lack of funds. The ac-
tual cost of publication is not -
• funded by the University
system, (The Student Govern-
ment helps us out with publica-
tion costs). and our publication
doT have "limitea scopes
of interest. " We are a publica-
tion based on a diverse, open
perspective of cultural
backgrOund, and the students
involved in the publication are
urged to write poems, articles,
etc in their choice-of English or
Frenth.
Anyone who would like to
knOw what . the Franco-
American Center is really like is
welcome to come by at any
time. But, please, do not pass
judgement on such an impor-
tant establishment like the
franco-American Center and
Le FAROG until all the facts are
known. If you do come by and -
see-what-tivt-eemer-irillibout,
the two dollar increase to help
support our publication will
seem hke- a minimal price to pay
to keep publication alive, and
our doors. open.
5*(41P NW To PRiSot4, TFO. ",'Q5Tay odr oF .Tgo034. „Ay. -
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The Daily Maine Campus reserved
the right to edit letters for length,
taste, and libel.
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(cmetinned-fr)m--page--U—
ternal Revenue Service by using a tax-
exempt foundation to raise funds for the
Cent ras.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard A. Gesell
scheduled _sentencing for June 23. '
-The rtfaxitnuin possible sentences for .
the comittions total 10 years in prison
and S750,000 in fines. •
North's--cOntention.- both in .ff,ie
gressional hearings in 1987 asidtitiring:
hadouthorization •fol esei•ything\hedid"
.fronr twa successive i+ok%es, 7%311041-at
Security- Ad-visers -Robe.rt_ F.- McFarlane
and John M. -Poindexter. and "concti,r-
fence- . from rue late C1.1 --direitor
William C. Case.
-
He said he assumed that Reagan
who spoke out often in support of the
Contra cause also knew of his efforts
andapproved them. Reagan told the tri- -
vestigatiVe Tower -commission two years`
• ago that --he did not know of his NSC
(Is efforts to help the Contra's.
Reagan fired North the day the affair
became public but telephoned him the:
same day and told -him he •was a hero.
The jUry in- North's trial was in-
structed by Gesell that "neither the pt-
dent nor any of the defendant's suPiriors
had the legal authority to. order amone
. to violate theline_." • _
North was his own chief witness spen-
ding six day; on the stand --- much of
Oundet withering cross examination. He
testified that in November 1986,, with the --
* Iran-Contra affair about to be revealed.
he shredded and altered documents--orr
a list McFarjane had prepared.
"I had:An:en • led 'to believe that
-everything 1. was doing was done at the-
direction Of the president, " North
. said.
"N'ou had been told by the president
of the United states to destroy- -
documents?" asked prosecutor John
Keker. "Explain Maw you had come to
that conclusion,."
Said North: "Because everthr4 fhad
done: that was described in the
documents-on this list I had been told
was at the direction of the president."
•Atlantis
 (continued from page 71
-- -ed-in-19.7.7_1_1eill take the first close kick
, at Neptune- afthTa-ptanecaiyLQe-
that earlier took it near Jupiter. Saturn
and Uranus.
_In October, another Atlantis crew is
. to start the Galileo probe on its way to
_Jupiter, the Hubble Spa& Tel4cope is
- scheduledrcor launch from a shuttle-early
2-next-year,--Ulysses-is-te-orbii-4he•stin-in 
Q0-3:iber. 1990 and the. Mars Observer
siiacecraft will be dispatthed in 1992 on
an unmanned rocket.
-
Correction
A recent editorial in The Daily Maine
Cams contained factual errors concer-
ning he 'publication . Le FA.R.O.G,
Forum The following 039ft-tient should _
be noted: --
*Le .Forpm is distributed
both on campus and off-campus. -
*Thefbrum distributes on ounpus fOr
free /.f"
_•re r.A.R.ifiG. Forum is produced by
off-campus subscribers, volunteer
.writers and editors; and the .Franco
American center-Student government
haipartialc funded the Forq 6in for 1
' The Daily ,Maine i'ampuc regrets the
error.
-
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1 Black Bears to meet UCLA in
the Fleet Bank Classic today
Mike Bourque
Se4 y a s
• Well, this ,is it. The big finale.
The, end ofthe line. Finis (and to
.think. thatisome people though it was
a-fluke- that I passed French). .
Anyway, this is my last cturnsx to
offer some witty, insightful thoughts
on'U‘Maine sports. (But, now that I
think, of it. why start something new
this late in my career).
But I'll tell you, what not go-
ing to -do. I'M not going to give any
advice. a hope everyone that's left has'
to suffer es-cry-thing I have. And Ihn
certainly. not going to be like a cer-
• tam editor and thank a bunch of peo-
ple. And don't Worry I'm not going
to try to be Dr. Seuss Mainly because
I can't even spell rhyme or Seuss' —
I looked these up).
. And - finally I won't try to be
- - ruthlessly sarcastic. I've decided -Thar
• to take parting shots at folks would
be sophomoric, maybe even juvenile.
No, l'se'decided that a kinder and
gentler column is .in order).
The first thing I'm not going to do
is tell George Markowsky • that he
shouldn't clean up the—Maine Steiri
Song." I thint7it iirrne that/We
take the step into the 1980's at
-UMaine. Let's be responsib I know
I didn't say this a- year o, but it's
nine  we-grow-:..up realize the
devastatinr effect is having -oft all
of society: Race .The Federal
Deficit? T Environment?. Those
aren't th ro,blems------.it's that damn
ry-about-the--swerir word)-.
Another thing I'm not going to do
is complain about the baseball
Clubhouse or how. we may have fund-
ed it because, hey, that's all behind us
now. It's beautiful. Everyone ought to
7 have one right in their 'back yard.
• 1"m____AOS---gOing-4*--aay---anything
about that a-vett situation, either
And I'm not going to wonder shat
happens when his year• of gym
suspension 'runs out this summer.
, See, rve changed. All Part of grow-
ing up. No jnore sarcasm from this
kid. No wever.
I haven't even said anything about
Pr. Lick. I cOuld bring up the drscre,
tionary fttnd and football rings- and
-"7 jai-memberships but that Louldn't
be right.
And finally, I won't iiiy anything
cheet*iding 601-75*-11i Wort
Heck, we even had a picture of one
(see SF.F:Y AS page 14)
From-Staff report.
'Plii-Ver-s-it9-t7ef 'Maine baseball
warn *ill finish up the regular season
this weekend pt'-home with -four games
against the Ilniversity dr-California at
Los Angeles (UCLA) in the Fleet Bank
Classic 
- -
The Black Bean wilt meet the Bruins
Friday at 7:30 p.m. under:. the lights at
MahanO-Dianiond. The dubs
will play 2 doubleheader at Mahatiey_on
Saturday at '2 ji.m. and 7 p.m.. and on
Sunday-they will finish the setleivith a
p.m. game in Old Orchard Beach at the
Seashore—per-rosining . . Arts Center
(formerly The Ballpark). .
. Students can use their sports paw's to
get into the games.
The only other ineeting between the
two teams was ifl 1987 in Minnesota at
the•Wheaties Tournament. The Bruins
won the that game 10-3.
Tite.alack Bears- have an overall record
of 28.2f'and finished up league play
wsterday with record of 14-1 after a split
in a doubleheader against Central
Connecticut.
• 
 •
.UMaine's league record earned it the
ECAC New England title and a spot in
the EC*C tournament in New Britain,
Ct., May 12-15. •
Through Monday's games the Bruins"
Seniors playing-their-final-games
Four seniors on the UMaine
baseball team will be pa,iiigbeforc
home fans for the final time in the
UCLA series this weekend.
Outfielder Don Hutchinson, third
baseman Mike Dutil, catc,her Colin
Ryan and relief pitcher Mike LeBlanc
will play their last games at Slahanes
Diamond this weekend.
LeBlanc holds the school and New
England records for most pitching ap-
pearances in a cairer (64), most saves
in a 'season (11) and most saves in a'
career(18).
Dutil has tied the school record for
most career triples at 10. That record
has stood since 1932.
Hutchinson needs two•tloubles to
set a neiv career recorti. Through
Tuesday's games he had 49.
Ryan is having his best year at the
plate in his last season as a Black
Bear. The catcher is batting .318 with •
23 RBI and 8 doubles.
Sophomore Mark Sweeney and'Senior
Don Hutchinson lead the Black Bearain
batting. Going into the final league
series r against Central Connecticut on
Wedpesday Sweeney was „hitting .379
with 36 RBI and 17 doubles.
• Hutchinson is hitting .378 with 32 RBI
and 12 doubles. Senior catcher Colin
Ryan is also batting well with a .318 bat-
ting average.
Second baseman Charlie Fiacco has
led ygtA all season in hoincruns and
RBI .but he will not play against
,,k1Maine, because of a torn ligament in
are 22-26 overall and 10-17 in the Pac10/ his knee.
conference. UcLA is battling Southern Ryan will be busy behind the plate for
California, • and Stazifc0'for UMaine: The Bruins have stolen 85 bases
the third place position in klyePac-10
South. In the paste, three an44onietimes
four teams in the ktc-10
for the NCAA
Methot,
ridges
each' toss
no-hitters
From staff reports -
The University of Maine soft all
' sAsept.a.doubleheader.frona.Col
lege as both Lori Methot and Sherri
Bridges threw no-hitters. ,
The Bears Methot pitched a perfect
game in the first game, leading UMaine
to a 3-0 victory. It was only the second
per leo game in UMaine softball-history.
Last season Kim Thibeau tossed the first
perfect game against Bowdoin College.
UMaine was. led in hitting by Mel
Harris with a pair of ;Males ??hael who
had three hits, including a double.
In the second game it Sherri Bridges
turn to stymie the White Mules. Along
with throwing a no-hitter, Bridges.add-
.ed a pair of singles and an RBI.
Dorothy Harris led the Bears at the
plate reachinabase_tice in four 4a-bats-
with a double and a triple while Kim--
Reed hadtree singles.
The Blac Bears play their final. home
giuneir-Of the sijasOn today at 2:30 when
they host the University of Sotithern
Maine fir a doubleheader.
UMaine's .record currently standsat
22-25.-
qualified
in III attempts this season.
Junior outfielder Robbie Katzaroff is -
hitting .337 and will. bc.a strong threat
to steal. katzaroff his stolen 23 bases in
27 attempts and holds the school record
with 66 in his career.
Also hitting well for UCLA is Man-
Adams(.304) and Dave
Tokbeim(.300).
Junior- Ed Therrien with a record of
3-5 and freshmen Mike D'Andrea (6-3)
and Ben Burlingame (6-1) will probably
start on the mound during the UCLA
series. Mike LeBlanc_(11 saves) and Jim
Dillon will be in the. bullpen for the
Black Bears.
Harlow to leave
(Maine Athletic Dept.
by- Mike Bourque
Staff Writer
Len Harlow, the University of
Maine's Persinie__Sports Informa-
tion Difecior-tivill call it quits this
Meath after more than twenty years
of -iervice.
"He's the Dean of New England
Sports Information Directors,"
AssOciate SID and co-worker Ian
McCaw said. "Because of his great., 
•'pesonality, lies very popular'-iirifh 
guys all over New England."
."Day in and day out, Len was solicit
dependable worker. He always has the
best interests of the coaches and the
kids in mind," Stuart Haskell,__
former UMaine athletic director and
current comissioner of the North
Atlantic-- mference and Hockey
East, said. 
-
But its not just UMaine folks and
,that give Harlow's work high
marks. Members of. the media are
also impressed. - •-
"There were no pretenses with Len.
As ,Howard COsell says tied always
ten it like it is," Bang& Daily News
Sports Editor. Bill Warner said. "foil
always-know where you are with him.
We've never been led on by him. He's
a fine man. "-
"Hes_a very forthright itidli*K--
He makes no attempt to disguise the
truth or hide the truth. -He ii.very-
_ —
• JI I •
• • • •••••
ttustivorthy and as highly-regarded as
,any-(SID)," Haskell, a friend of
Harlow's since the mid-fifties, said.
' Harlow's retirment becomes of-
ficial May 31 but according to Haskell
it won't be a true retirement because
Harlow will do some work for him
and the North Atlantic Conference.
Perhaps McCaw put it best.
"We'll all really miss Len," he
y.
•
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Musburger ready to take over baseball TV
134i4 i.Aans shouldn't worry, Brent ,
Nlus urgei says. He Won't destroy the
tele% ised_game as we know 'it.
_ Musburger is well knowri for doing
"The NFL Todag' the NCAA basket ball': .
tournament. the NBA playoffs, the
Masters and the U.S. Open tennis
tournament.
He is praisedrby some, criticized as
overbearing, overexcited and overhyping
--ba,cutters-Nna Lc _
network baseball contracts., "You are
looking live -at7Fenway Part': will pro-
bably be heard, since Musburger's the
odds-on choice for play-by-play.
What will we get with Vin Scully' and,
Al Michaels out Of the picture? ,
"I hasen't been identified with the
-game that closely' Musbutger said. 'I
think the fan idnetifies with the TV peo-
ple. The donea great job. They're -a
lot of Hall of Fame announcers!'
Musburger's known for. his television•
But hers also in 'his 14th season broad-
casting baseball for CBS radio.
"It's malty MOR of a sport of passion: 
he said, comparing it with other sports
-7-frowir1erbe-aifeeterpILISOTt--
•Seeyas
he's covered. i'Voiihave, to be around the
dugouts, get to know the playris and the
stories,
h4usburger was On the field once-he
was once a minor league Umpire in 1959,
working the Midwest League.
"Two hundred and fifty dollars a
month and six cents a mile-We were liv-
ing from hamburger stands t6 YMCAs:'
feir the now-deftsriet Chicago kintrican. 
vestigaticarteaty_.  ing end,giiMilljLt_he White SgX and__Cubs__,Niusburger -then became a sports •
/Cinc innat 1. not wortiChicago about Phil Linz and the ed
. 
-•
was the one who wrote khe story in
har-
monica' Mushiffri-siiferring to a
1964 incident on the New )brk Yankees'
teism bus that eventually contributed to
the firing of Manager NOgi Berra. .
"I went through some of the turmoil
with Eddie Sumicy when he was manager
of the White Sox:* Musburger-said.
have them (story clips) stored in a barn
in Montana wit hmy old baseball cards'
"The disadvantage that comes im-
mediately to mind when you do a game
on the radio is you're left with what you
think is happening. Hopefully', you're
on-the'sports, page the other day.
Besides, they screech real loud at you
when you question their sport. I just
cou1dn1 do that.
yoU, UMaine I think l'se
ctintinued from page 131
Whoops. I guess habits are hard to
break. Seeyas.
Michael Bourque is a senior jour-
nalism major who believes that weari-
ness has bewme an art. May it
continue
THE FINAL SIZZLE,.
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"Sizzling Saturdays' '
in the Den
, nght.most of the time. But you Miss go-
mg intothe kicker room and talkirit and
Liking theta about, what happened. The
beauty is the immediacy. •YOU can always
get a story on the air right away. Certain-
ly in a big-game situasion,_the faristurn;
to TV' • •
Muiburger said he realizes that he had
CINCINNATI (AP) — The Cincin
MO Reds, notified that baseball's in-
vestigation of Ric Rose was nearly over,
said Thursday they had no backup plans
for the possibility of losing their
manager.. •
"We don:t feel any contingency plans
are needed," General- Manager _Murray
Cook said in a telephone interview froth
New York, where the Reds were playing
the Mos. .
A report on allegations of Rose's
gambling will be submittal' to CoMmis-
sioner A. Bartlett Giamatti nett week,
baseball spokesperson -Levin said..
• M . Dowd, -t he
The report is bei)s prepâied by John
hington lawyer
heading the inquiry as Giamatti's special
Counsel.
Giamatti-then will deliberate the fate
of Rose, accused by a former friend's
lawyer of betting on baseball. There was 
noindication asinwh.nCijanitj wouJd
make a decision.
Rose also is the target of a federal
grand jury in Cincinnati looking -into.
possible tax evasion retarding his
memorabilia sales, other sports -related
• '-
66....›.•4"4.....A44ti•C"..frer~..)441.410..4
.4titrie6".
•
to change his style when he winches
" from radio to TV.
• : ."You're not describing a game when
you're on television. You're not writing
headlines and making sure your analysis
is involved with what's going on. Fre -
quently on. television you must shut up
so the viewer can see what's going on.
income ,and gambling, according to a
source.
Rase could be suspended for a year by
Giamatti if he's found to have bet on
baseball games. He could be banned for
life if he bet on Reds' games. _
-Rose._ -weakened by bronchitis; was
home in Cincinnati. He Was expected to
rejoin the team sometime this wreixtid.
during- it home series against
Philadelphia, the .ballclub said.
- 
Roses lawyer, Reuven Katz, said he ex-
- pects Rost' pzo get a hearing 'before
Giamatti on what the insestigation un-
covered before there is a rulings
Cook denied a pithlished report that
former Pittsburgh and At laths manager
Chuck Tanner approached the Reds
about the possibility of managing.
"I've heard that rumor. Nth -have- nor
been approached by Chuck Tanner."
-Cook said. • °
Ieveral_pcopk ;have _inquired about
- jobs since the end of lass-season, but no
one has asked about managing since the
Rose investigation was announced
March 20, Cook said.
.•_
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WCaiThe Union Board woUNIb like - to extend our
-,gratitucle-to-all
following- activities:
The _Den:Series
The Comedy Series.
Movies (Hauk and Neville)
Ball on the Mall
' Culturefest 1988
No Popcorn Cinema
Foriegn Film Series
Controversy Series
Monday Blues Series
Tuesday Jazz Series
Holiday Celebration
Maine Day Activities
pedal Thanks also to the following organizations
with whom w4ave.co-sponsorect ,
Off Campus Board
Women in the Curriculum
Residential Life
Maine Peace Action Committee
ASAP
The Union
4 
• The Bears Den
Jewish Community Center
• The Women's Center
Phi Gamma Delta
Residents On Campus
neral Student Senate
Corn' ter Services
an y more...
**And best wishes to all who
our programming this yeari
.4 •
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What can you get at UMaine that
school ?
The Macintosh SE/30
The DA
mem
Be
_
from stai
The
'Devils b
-Them the
—team thi
doublet
Cc
The 1)
ninth of
nings tc
 
UMaint
behind
Cubesides sno‘viv in Aoril
and one of the best hockey Wii
teams,. yOu can. get major
threw a
discounts on the popular Dav4son!Mlles, It
cMacintosh line of computers.
Thc s
Through educational 29-year-c
'="f19K4 rdiscounts', UMainetan sell 0
the Macintosh at prices Mi.unheard of in the real world.
As _part of a senior promotion. Apple is dropping the prices on two of its most popular
computers. Each unit comes with the.lmii4eWriter II printer. This is a 9 pin dot-matrix printer that
can support color printin§,....First, the gt 204D... This is orre of the entry level computers in the .
product line. This macine is equipped with an internal hard, disk for convenient mass storage. In-
side-is a Nu Bus 'slot for your future-expanding need:, This slot has many cards availabld including
lor. DOS support, large screen mongols. and accelerators. Apple has provided several external
exp. sion ports including moderns. second disk drives, and up to seven SCSI devices. This in-
cludes dware like scanners, hard drives. CD-ROM --and certain laser printers. Apple has also
made the pr a very easy upgrade to the SE/30. •
The '30 - 40HD is Apple's low cost. high powered workstation. It is equipped wi
Motorola's newest pr. :ssor, the 68030. It comes with a built in math co-titOceSSCir to
intensi4calculations: T SE/30:-comes with an internal 40 megabyte hard drive for a •nyenient
mass storage and all the exrt rts described:above. Also inside is Apple's new 96 oifl expansion
port. This port allows for expansiOninto whole new-computing realms with cards ch as digital
,sound processing and 24 bit color. Lastly, the Unit is equipped with what App calls the_SuperDrive.
This disk drive can read many formats of d4w so it is equally comfortable in a Macintosh, MS-
DOS, Pro-DOS, or the PS'2 environments.
• • Retail Price
,
OurPrice Savings
—SE-=-20PtD. $4600.00 $2500. $2100.00
SE/30 - 40HD
---
$5670.00 
.
$3680.00
,
- - $1990.00
For further information on these two workstations, contact Jay Henderson or David Sliwinsli at the
Microcomputer Resource Center in 11 Shibles Hall, open Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 9-
11 and 2-4 or by appointment by calling 581-2519.
Macintosh
The power to be your best.
  The Jristructionat
System Center
Microcomputer Resource Cente
11 Shiblei Hall University of Maine
wil
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Bears split doubleheader
from staff reports
The Central Connecticut State Blue
'Devils 'became the first ECAC team to
-Tbeat the University of Maine baseball
- 
-team this season in the first game of a
• doubleheader on Thursday in Nev. Bri-
tain, Conn.
The Devils scored in the bottom Of the
ninth of a game scheduled. for seven iii-
nings to down the. •Bears, befo
Utstaint-reboundedte Welt Game-4-44i—
behind the pitching of 'TecrNovlo.
UMaine finishes up the regular seaso
in the ECAC with a 14-1 record.
The Bears cinched: the title: last
weekend versus the University of
Vermont.
Overall UMaines record stan
29-22 entering this weekend's series with
the University of California at Los
Angeles. On the weekend of May 12-14
the Bears will participate tri
- , - • -
tournament whixe it iseknected they will
he the number Ofie seed -
Cubs take San Diego-
with help from Bielecki
sAN DIEGO (AP) — Mike Bielecki
threv. a five-hit- shutout and Andre
Dawson went 4-for3including a pair of
triples, to lead the Chicago Cubs to a 4-0
Cn;tary over San Diego Thursday and a
-sweep of -their two-game series. _
The shutout was the first in the
29-year-Old right-hander's major league
.Arrer ikNet_hegan with Pittchtirgh in 
1984 Bielecki, :2-1. walked one-and
%truck out tow in recording his first
complete game since Sept. 15, 1989, and
only the third of his major league career.
Padres starter Walt 'knell, 3-3,game up
eight hits, walked one and struck crut
four in six innings. 
Dawson, who scored three runs, hita
lead-off triple Lathe second and scored
--on Mark Grace's ground-Out. He tripl-
ed_withone-out in-the fourth and sowed
(trace- grounded ba.`:k. to the pitcher.
Mitchell leads league
with 10th home run
• SAN -FRANC1SCQ AP) — kesin
Mitchell hit Ins major league-leading
- 10th home run of the season Thursday.
leading the San Francisco Giants past
t Pittsburgh Pirates 6-3.
Mitchell. *he) also-leads the majors
.with 32 runs batted in. hit a two-run
homer in the third inning off Randy
Kramer. 0-1. to snap a 1-1 tie. It was Mit-
chell's fourth home run in his last three
-CALL. 581-1273
after. I '00 Mon-Fri
. .
games
Mitchell hit a carter-high 19 home
runs last season for the Giants in 505 at-
bats. He entered the season with 53
homers in 1,311 career at-bats.
Mike krukov., 1-0, pitched the first
five innings for his first victory since last
Aug. 18. He allowed home runs to Bob-
. bs Bonilla and Glenn Wilson.
a.
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,3ANK LINIV'L'IPSITY OF MAINEALIJMNI ASSOCIATIONJill
Hurry to the Crossland
Alumni Center to apply for
your own University of Maine
Alumni credit card.
You've spent-four years-preparing for the
• -real worklaridheres the Cm! piece. More
"- -you graduate, apply for a Special EditiOn VISA
or MasterCard. for credit convenienceplus •
the added pride andreoffnition that comes
with being a MAINE alum—at great savings
- also! A low $10.00 annual fee gives you_a VISA
or MasterCard with a low Annual Percentage
-Rate of just 16.5%, <sash advances at over
.50,000 ATMs worldwide. travel insurance and 
discounts, and much niore.: Plus, part of y(ur
annual fee and a portion of every transaction
.goes to benefit the University's Alumni Ass(k-i-
ation. To pick up rlur application stop in at .
the Crossland Alumni Center. right'acroSS
from Alfond Arena; and get one of the two
most important benefits of graduating.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
(4>mir
b4 BANK
r‘
momos, I Dec
4Annn1 ncing Pric
•
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Macintosh Plus provides 1 nico,
of memory, a built-in 800K disk
drive and keyboard with built-iii
numeric keypad.
°jar1S972-00'
( Open During Finals Week)
Macintosh SE20 takrs-ttrc-PttM
a step further by offering one
built-in 800K disk drive atida
Macintosh Internal 20SC Hard
Disk.
MXROCOMPUTER
ESOURCE CENTER
41, INSTRUCTIONAL SYSTEMS CENTER
11, SHIRES HALL UM
Only $2092.00
•
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To my CHF351 Human Sexuality class Jeanne The Stress Queen -
'Comes T11e Dawn I'll miss you let's Chair
After a while you learn the subtle lave Brooke
difference between holding a hand and
chaining a soul And you learn that love
doesn't mean leaning and company doesn't
mean security. Arid you begirt to learn that
kisses aren't contrails and presents aren.'t
promises. and Rots begin to accept your
defeats with the grace of an adult, not the
ginef of a child And learn to build oil your
roads on today because tOnlarroteg
ground is WO uncertain for plans, anid::-
<it: futures have a way of falling down in
mid flight After awhile you learn that
even sunshine burns It you aerial much
kimbeeSo aOu plant was:. Own Ronk!! jr,4
rPD decorate uour own soul instead or wait 
Thanks so much for being such an
awesome friend and listener Looking
itm s°"'"It t° bring " fitxDe ward to Philly this summer
.Mske eif -the DMC
Good luck-Moue and hugs and Russian
Vodka'
.. Lisa
)
Jenn Joann. Jude. Rita. and Tammy
4 years ago it was 1st fir Roostook Now
it's the real world - min gm, TA* caft •
TUNABOAT 
and drive safelu
Lau. lila •
Rob
%hen Jo I get Paid' Just get the hell out
of my university. would yogi.' Congruts.
Kid
Weed
^
•
learn that you really can
endure that you really are strong and
you reallu Jo hack' worth And you
learn and learn with every goodbye
you learn
See you at final
Have a great summer'
Best Jostler-Dr Sandra Caron
- To-she DMC Graduates
R..No man get a lob away from the
lumping klreChtti Rig flog 'bull
never know what you missed tiolw
ski hard and write often Special
hang in. your time is coming Pet' a
Doc how about another debt' Serge
breathe Jeep. relax let the abilitu
shine through over- the-aeneraltzabons
Shiek aou were the driving force. the
mentor not to 'inentfort\''T he Stallion
Hang loose. spell well aria have faith
in 4041r own fresh aryinality -
)our favorite sixth uear stu\l\ent
Tim. Ooeie, Margaret. Keith. Jahn.
- Good luck in the future and Itegi\
close touch The rest of us wiU be\
-iouung you in the real world -in-- -- --
December of -89-
Love Mk:helle (ma-belle). Dee. Kathy
617" Sue. and Selma_
4s. Try not'tO eat too much ilichy D's or
your bod4 wolf tie ruined. 3 yearS and
' ono go• oh well Be good ,
me
Sue'..
UM will never be the same without you
ihut it may be guieteft I'll miss 1.4101/ lots.
kni ye been a greyt friend Take care of
MB love ya. tikta
•
ooJefl
\ \
Hey Mel. Kirlt!
My window buddies" Too bad I'm so
Out 4-s4It4sitah-#aur tuttniA. Mtg
Jess Why
Foe known you since my first year in
Knox Hall and hope to know you when'
Fm in California Take care. and Happy
Graduation
Love HO
2nd floor Belfast To alt the programs we
had and some we shouldn't have had!!)
ONGRATULATION
-CLASS OF
Mike -
Good luck at the unemployment office
With Mao Ise-Tse-Tsung my hest
Weed -
To Brain, Squish. Fields. and Polly P.
Quiet now. you bunch of tahds' Good
luck, take care. see you at fernDay Of may
your mother's labia dry up and fall off
Love Barney and Cath
Kel Loud:
Calrme crazy. but I can't belieue we re
not goiiig to be together next year Thanks
for main* my senior year the Best. Ill
tier forget'oll the awesome times
together I fere you guys
Piety (Shiriey)
'TO GRADUATING ESTABROOKIES
I'll miss seeing you all' Cyndi
I torsh uou much luck and hoPtiffvo- 
 
that aou've graduated. What about
Congratulations' that date' Plus. your first picture loksusI
Claire fine. Stop COUStng trouble'
Good Luck Doug- •
To the Brothers of Alpha Ph, Omega
wherever I go and whatever I do. T'iailT
alLoaus remember what you have coven me
are the ones I will remember the most
To the new brothers seeing you I am con
Went in our future To my Rig Bra' Andy.
Thanks for everything lastly. to Ls1' John.
you are the last of the great Pete Domino
Pledge class know that we will alWays be
with you
Fraternally. Muyable
BR SINGER
I've been they JT Pepino J Crew S
The Man . but rue still got you. you're
devastatingly awesome and precious OK
t".1 ( It'll only be a year Jake makes neat
noises Shawn and I'll fall I'll miss you
I love Jenita
To J.R. Scott. Julie. and Lisa
The training room will never be the same
without you Can't you postpone gradua-
tion and stay, next' semester - Reuse
\,pefully-.'firiii-you—aU before Julie
'Wedding. Vou II -be linissed
lest wishes. kits-of luck and love Greta
xx
Ann or should I say Dr Trask
Rest of luck - at %,'T and call me if
stressed and need someone to at
Remember. nted schools
fun Stay crurtc4.----
Loue ya. ta
pposed to be
Congratulations Erika and Kara
1ou made it'
love Kristen
PP
These past two years have been the
greatest Congratulations' We did it' i love
You'
Lott ot love GC
Mare. John and the Garp Monster
We ye done it all ran naked down Orono
streets pulled stuffed worms out of each
others pants while 'briefly' partying and
always made sure Mary had her rubbers
with her when it rained J's and T's' And
now the biggest feat of them all • Car we
crash tonight's party' I have no doubts'.
I adore you all and will 'briefly' miss you
Mike it was great woritirwyjor s. Good
luck at BON or whatever you do in the
futures
•
RaeAnr
Good Luck whatever you decide to Jo
come visit next year okay'
Love lour May-term buddy
Susie • I hope you --the-M1 time in-
Spajn We'll miss gou We'll have a blast
-this summer
Love me
John and Rh; Dog
Thanks for listening Thanks for your ad- •
uiceondjar-dootiny cups ,of bad coftist--
the Den Rut most of all. rhahles for mak•
ing all the rime I spent down there worth
while '
• -an
The 2 East Campus 3rd year RA's (WC
RAH!) Would like to say thanks 5 we luv
yo to the big kahuna'
To the 'different' Gannett RAs
'I'll be brief. folks': 'Can't you rust stop
breathing' *Don't throw the cow in t
house' 'Give it to me. throw ir
window' 'Lead NJ example'
Guess who' -
CP low, Wor
It imen tan' Who else would get stuck
waslong'machine with me Get psych-
editor tennis on homecoming' LOW •
An9le Ras
4'11
• 
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Qebby's, Coons, wiur
PneseNt BEACH PARCY
9 9
ENO Of SCI)001 Yean Baster,
*rnivia CoNtest
*MenctiaNbise give-Away
*DniNk Specials All Nicilyt
*Live your Disc-Jockey..
Come Dnesseb IN Bead) Arline
Receive Rebuceb Coven
-COME RELEASE THE PRESSURE Or FINALS WEEK-
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